On the trail of the London's serial killer

On the trail of London's serial killer, police have identified a suspect and are using DNA evidence to build a profile. The suspect, a man in his early 30s, has been spotted near several crime scenes in the city, and hisDNA matches that found at the crime scenes.

Said Constable David Hopkinson. Homicide detectives later said, "We are treating it as a possible murder investigation and are currently investigating any possible leads.

On Friday. Police said they learned of the deaths after receiving a call from a concerned citizen. The bodies of Barry and Brigitte Sherman were found in their home on Friday, and the cause of death is currently under investigation.

Billionaire couple's deaths 'suspicious'

In what has become a grim ritual, Tony Jenkins, the founder of Snarl, a local animal rescue and rehabilitation shelter, arrives at a veterinary surgery to confirm the grisly find. In the last two years, Snarl has identified three cases of domestic violence involving a five-fold increase in usage.

Jenkins examines the mutilated remains of a domestic cat, killed by barbed wire on the street. He said, "We've lost counting the exact number of lives that we've saved, but the number is now in the hundreds."

On the day the world learned of the deaths, police were called to the scene. "We were called at around 3pm yesterday, and arrived just before 4pm," said a police spokesperson. "We found the couple in the living room, with their heads and tails removed.

Police are now appealing for witnesses and information about the killer. "We need your help to catch this person," said Constable David Hopkinson. "They're out there, and they need to be caught."
Amir, top Kuwaiti officials greet Bahrain on national day

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah on Tuesday sent a cable to King of Bahrain Hamad Bin Isa Al-Khalifa, congratulating him on the Kingdom's national day. His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah also sent similar cables, while National Assembly Speaker MARZOUQ AL-GHANEM sent cables of congratulations to Bahrain's parliament speaker Ahmed Al-Badri Al-Mulla and Bahraini Shura Council Chairman Ali bin Saleh Al-Saleh.

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister SHUHADAH AL-SABAH congratulated the Bahraini leadership and people on the occasion of the 47th National Day. He expressed the highest appreciation of the close relations and deep-rooted friendship made by the sisterly Gulf Monarchy. He congratulated the Bahraini King, government and people on the dear occasion for their pride of the great achievements and development activities.

KUWAIT: Embassy's reception on Wednesday on the occasion of the 47th National Day celebrations, Sheikh Sabah Khaled expressed his appreciation to the Bahraini King, government and people on the dear occasion for their pride of the great achievements and development activities.

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent similar cables, while National Assembly Speaker MARZOUQ AL-GHANEM sent cables of congratulations to Bahrain's parliament speaker Ahmed Al-Badri Al-Mulla and Bahraini Shura Council Chairman Ali bin Saleh Al-Saleh.

KUWAIT: Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent similar cables, while National Assembly Speaker MARZOUQ AL-GHANEM sent cables of congratulations to Bahrain's parliament speaker Ahmed Al-Badri Al-Mulla and Bahraini Shura Council Chairman Ali bin Saleh Al-Saleh.

Italy’s president looking forward to visit Kuwait

ROME: Italian President Sergio Mattarella is looking forward to visit the State of Kuwait in the near future to further strengthen bilateral relations. This came during President Mattarella’s meeting with the Kuwaiti ambassador to Italy, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah on Friday.

The president said in a statement yesterday that the ambassador conveyed greetings to Mattarella on behalf of the Government and people of Kuwait, wishing him everlasting health and wellness, and further progress and prosperity to the Italian people.

Italy’s president looking forward to visit Kuwait
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KUWAIT: Kuwait National Assembly Speaker MARZOUQ AL-GHANEM and a delegation accompanying him returned home, Friday evening, coming from Rabat, Morocco, after attending an emergency Arab Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) meeting following the conclusion of the emergency summit, which focused on US President Donald Trump’s recent decision to recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and move the US embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.

KUWAIT: Kuwait National Assembly Speaker MARZOUQ AL-GHANEM and his delegation are seen after returning home from Morocco. —KUNA

The Italian President, in turn, expressed his appreciation to the Kuwaiti parliament speaker and his delegation for their warm welcome and hospitality during their visit to Kuwait, expressing his pleasure in accepting the invitation to visit this Arab country.

Italy’s president looking forward to visit Kuwait
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counter this crime.

I am surprised that it is at a time when Arab and Gulf women are making strides in several less important issues. I find such a crime not widely discussed and neglected and absent from the media. People should be aware of the seriousness of this offense and the necessity of taking action to stop it. The Ministry of Women, Family, and Social Development, the Women's Affairs Union, and the Women's Affairs Department are among organizations that can lead in this issue. The problem is rooted in the deep-rooted traditions and values of men and women and their role in the society. We need to raise awareness and educate people about the importance of gender equality and women's rights. We need to work towards a more inclusive and equal society for all.

The statement by KUNA about the phone conversation with His Highness the Prime Minister is significant. His Majesty expressed his concern about the national military service and emphasized the importance of involving the civil society in the decision-making process. He also highlighted the need for women's participation in this process.

The statement by KUNA about the increased number of drug trafficking cases is concerning. It is important to increase awareness and educate people about the dangers of drug use. The government needs to take strong measures to combat this epidemic. It is essential to work closely with the international community to address this global issue.

The statement by KUNA about the recently discovered family in the Salmi desert is heartbreaking. It is a reminder of the dangers of traveling in the desert and the importance of carrying emergency supplies. It is crucial to ensure that people are aware of the risks and take necessary precautions before going on such trips.

The statement by KUNA about the arrested European woman for human trafficking is concerning. It is crucial to work with international partners to combat this global issue. The government needs to increase efforts to deport traffickers and stop the exploitation of vulnerable individuals.

The statement by KUNA about the KUWAIT TV program “Kuwait’s Demography” is significant. It is crucial to address demographic issues, especially in terms of drug abuse and possession. The government needs to work with researchers and experts in the field to develop effective strategies to combat this problem. It is important to address the root causes of drug use and strengthen programs to help those who are struggling with addiction.

The statement by KUNA about the Legal Proceedings Committee's proposal is important. It is crucial to address issues related to labor rights and working conditions. The government needs to ensure that workers' rights are protected and that they are treated fairly. It is important to work with the International Labor Organization and other organizations to develop effective strategies to improve working conditions and ensure that workers' rights are respected.

The statement by KUNA about the Somali laughs is concerning. It is important to address the root causes of this problem and work with international partners to develop effective strategies to combat the issue. The government needs to increase efforts to support refugees and work with communities to create a more inclusive and welcoming society.
KFH supports students’ graduation projects

KFH’s participation in sponsoring 50 graduation projects for students of College of Engineering and Petroleum, University of Kuwait, as part of KFH efforts to create a supportive environment and scientific innovation of Kuwaiti students, as well as the availability of stadiums and equipped fields for major sports clubs was a great support to attracting large numbers of football lovers, despite the availability of stadium and equipped fields. Major sport clubs usually send scouts in search of young talents playing in these pitches, allowing them to join the scouts in search of young talents playing in such pitches. Major sport clubs usually send scouts in search of young talents playing in these pitches, allowing them to join the scouts in search of young talents playing in such pitches.

KFH organizes awareness event for autism

KFH, in partnership with Airspace at state of art and art, launched a campaign at Community College, which aimed at raising awareness about autism and presenting initiatives and effective actions against the disorder. The initiative began several months ago, in accordance with Airspace actions at these different locations. The initiative was created with the intent of being continued to create the world’s longest cartoon at a staggering 4 meters, which set to take place at the Community College, which will take place in the next three months.

Zain showcases its latest services and solutions for entrepreneurs

As part of its platinum sponsorship of “Start a Business” event for autism, Zain showcases its latest services and solutions for entrepreneurs visiting the exhibition. These services are specifically designed to meet the needs of SME owners, entrepreneurs, as well as marketing agencies, graphic designers, food suppliers, industrial suppliers, as well as new start-up needs providers such as marketing agencies, graphic designers, food suppliers, industrial suppliers, as well as new start-up needs providers such as

Zain’s support to the event came as part of its strategy to dedicate more efforts to supporting the Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) and Small-Office and Home-Office (SOHO) segments, especially that Zain is one of the leading national companies in the country. The company’s participation showed the support of Zain to Kuwaiti environmental activities, as part of Zain’s commitment to encouraging promising entrepreneurs to enhance and better share their businesses by bringing them together with the biggest service providers in Kuwait in one roof.

The event featured various ministries, business and investment entities that aim at developing it. Through its dedicated initiative, Zain showcases its latest services and solutions for entrepreneurs, as part of KFH efforts to encourage academic and scientific innovation.

NBK attracted 258 Kuwaiti graduates in 2017

NBK, National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) has welcomed 258 Kuwaiti graduates of both genders during 2017 as part of its commitment to providing distinctive career opportunities to ambitious young Kuwaitis.

NBK’s commitment to human talent resources top priority for SBA, said Emad Ahmed Al-Ablani, NBK Group General Manager Human Resources. Al-Ablani said: “NBK continued in 2017 to invest in its employees to develop their skills and expand their knowledge base. We also strengthened our partnership with leading universities and colleges, and one of the most significant initiatives that NBK carried out in 2017 was the ‘Start a Business’ exhibition, which encouraged students in their own individual way.”

NBK continued its support of government efforts to employ young national cadres in the private sector and develop the human capital of Kuwait.

Al-Ablani added: “NBK continued in 2017 to invest in its employees to develop their skills and expand their knowledge base. We also strengthened our partnership with leading universities and colleges, and one of the most significant initiatives that NBK carried out in 2017 was the ‘Start a Business’ exhibition, which encouraged students in their own individual way.”
KPC and KIPIC boards on field visit to Al-Zour Complex project

Project to be completed by end of 2019

Kunene Oil

Al-Zour Refinery is one of KPC's largest projects at present and together with the Integrated Gas Complex (IGC) will mean a quantum shift in industrialization to diversify sources of income. IGC is the first company in Kuwait to achieve rolling-petroleum integration, the KPC CEO noted, adding more companies would follow suit. Adsani said that such field visits offer KPC’s board the opportunity to see the project with their own eyes. He noted that the achievement rate at Al-Zour Refinery is 45 percent, and aspired efficiency to continue in the future. "This time it was a joint visit with the KPC boards which gave us further support. In fact, success of such a tremendous sophisticated project is impossible without KPC backing," he stressed.

"The projects are expected to achieve great economic benefits, for the good of Kuwait," he stated. He voiced pleasure that some of the Kuwaiti "elite" are involved in the projects. "KPC follows up the projects to ensure their efficiency," he added. "The projects are expected to achieve great economic benefits, for the good of Kuwait," he stated.

KIPIC: No delay in Al-Zour Refinery project; work proceeding by leaps and bounds

KPC and KIPIC boards on field visit to Al-Zour Complex project

KIPIC: No delay in Al-Zour Refinery project; work proceeding by leaps and bounds

KPC's CEO Fahad Al-Rasheed said it was the third visit for the company's Board of Directors in charge of the implementation of the projects. “I visited the site a year ago, and now, mega projects are too big to handle alone,” Al-Rasheed noted. He stressed that thanks to the support of the KPC board, KIPIC is able to continue working on the project. "I am amazed how work proceeded in the project," he added.

"KPC follows up the projects to check how they will achieve the targeted economic returns, and the opportunity they could offer for the training and qualifying KFA’s expertise,” Al-Rasheed noted. "Projects that require support by all officials,” KPC’s Board Member Mahfoud Al-Gharaballi said. "We have to be up to the tasks to ensure that the project can be completed on time," he added.

"I am amazed how work proceeded in the project," he added. "Projects that require support by all officials,” KPC’s Board Member Mahfoud Al-Gharaballi said. "We have to be up to the tasks to ensure that the project can be completed on time," he added.

"KPC follows up the projects to check how they will achieve the targeted economic returns, and the opportunity they could offer for the training and qualifying KFA’s expertise,” Al-Rasheed noted. "Projects that require support by all officials,” KPC’s Board Member Mahfoud Al-Gharaballi said. "We have to be up to the tasks to ensure that the project can be completed on time," he added.

"I am amazed how work proceeded in the project," he added. "Projects that require support by all officials,” KPC’s Board Member Mahfoud Al-Gharaballi said. "We have to be up to the tasks to ensure that the project can be completed on time," he added.
Libya town offers migrants rare ‘Safe House’

2-hectare plot set aside to bury migrants’ corpses

SONIA GHANDI: 

The power behind the Congress throne

NEW DELHI: Sonia Gandhi stepped down as head of India's biggest political party yesterday after an extraordinary show that transformed her from a shy housewife into the country's most powerful politician and a forerunner for the scene. Gandhi formally resigned the Congress president's post after the death of her husband, former prime minister Rajiv Gandhi, at the age of 56.

Sonia Gandhi was born in New Delhi in 1946. She is the daughter of Indira Gandhi, India's first woman prime minister, and Rajiv, who became prime minister in 1984. She was educated in Cambridge and returned to India after her husband's death.

Sonia Gandhi has been involved in politics since 1984, when she joined the Indian National Congress party. She has served as the party's president for several terms and is widely regarded as one of India's most powerful politicians.

She is married toInfrastructure

India’s largest private sector engineering and construction firm, Infrastructure India, which has projects in various sectors such as power, transportation, and water.

Sonia Gandhi is the daughter of Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi. She is a member of the Indian National Congress party and has been its president since 1991. She has been involved in politics since 1984 and is widely regarded as one of India's most powerful politicians.

She is married to Infrastructure India and has three children.
Ramaphosa, Dlamini-Zuma in tight race to lead South Africa's ruling ANC

JohanSberg: The African National Congress (ANC), South Africa’s only ruling party since the end of apartheid, will on Friday choose its new leader in a much-anticipated congress following the resignation of President Jacob Zuma. TheANC's Western Province branch met before the conference began and decided that conference in Johannesburg are not bound to vote for the incumbent, Cyril Ramaphosa. The party has confirmed more than 2 per cent support for the rand, John Ashbourne, Africa economist and head of the London office at Jefferies International, said in a note.

2018: Cyril Ramaphosa (center), South Africa’s Vice-President and presidential hopeful for the African National Congress (ANC) poses, with other delegates during a presidential debate at the Nasrec Olympic Park in Soweto. The big and small parties are trying to win the support of more than 500,000 delegates and members who will elect a new ANC president. (Anadolu Agency via Getty Images)
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**Kurz and Strache stoke concerns about immigration**

VIENNA: Austria’s far-right Freedom Party (FPOe) was in triumphant mood yesterday after achieving a coalition deal with the conservatives, opening the way for Europe’s nationalist movements.

The OeVP came first in the government likely to emerge from next month’s elections, he said, with his own party as his top choice to form a government.

The Freedom Party became the second-largest in the government, likely to lower taxes. His call for a “Junts per Catalonia” - JUNTSXCAT (All for Catalonia) grouping for the upcoming Catalan regional election was the leader of the FPOe.

The FPOe entered government two years ago, said the leader of the FPOe.

The OeVP came first in the government likely to emerge from next month’s elections, he said, with his own party as his top choice to form a government.

The Freedom Party became the second-largest in the government, likely to lower taxes. His call for a “Junts per Catalonia” - JUNTSXCAT (All for Catalonia) grouping for the upcoming Catalan regional election was the leader of the FPOe.
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The Freedom Party became the second-largest in the government, likely to lower taxes. His call for a “Junts per Catalonia” - JUNTSXCAT (All for Catalonia) grouping for the upcoming Catalan regional election was the leader of the FPOe.
Tropical Storm Kai-Tak triggers landslides

TACLOBAN: At least three people were killed and three others injured on Friday in central Philippines as Tropical Storm Kai-Tak triggered landslides and floods, the government said. The storm, which is expected to reach the Philippines by Friday evening, is already causing heavy damage in Central and Eastern Visayas, the government said.

Three dead, 77,000 flee as storm pounds Philippines

Strong quake hits Indonesia's Java, kills three

Strong quakes have hit Indonesia's Java, killing three people, officials said on Friday, as the country battles to recover from the massive earthquake and tsunami that struck the island on Christmas Day last year.

Bullying Beijing migrant area turns into ghost town

BEIJING: The nerve-wracking efforts of the Beijing migrant neighborhood were once considered a ray of hope for the city’s growing migrant population. The neighborhood was once bustling with businesses and residents. But today, residents say they have been left with nothing but memories.

Bullying Beijing migrant area turns into ghost town

CENTRAL JAVA: Hospital staffs inspect the damaged hospital. The building has been under fire in the past several months.

New breed of猛犸

Established 1961
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EU is no haven of net neutrality

Syria talks in doubt on dealmaker role

The failure of Syria peace talks last week cast doubt over EU efforts, after five years of international diplomatic efforts, to end the war. The talks were suspended after Syria refused to agree to the deal that would have ended the conflict. The talks failed to achieve their goal of ending the conflict, despite the involvement of several countries, including the United States, Russia, and the United Nations. The failure of the talks has raised questions about the effectiveness of international diplomacy in resolving conflicts.

Russia securing position as Assad forces prepare

With the map of Syria's conflict decisively shaped by regime forces, the war of 2017 was marked by the Russian military's intervention, which has contributed to the victory of the Syrian regime. The Russian intervention has been described as a turning point in the conflict, as it provided the regime with the necessary resources to continue its military efforts. The regime forces have been able to push back opposition groups, and the United Nations has said that the situation in Syria is a matter of concern.

Zero rating 'tolerated' to an extent by EU

The EU has tolerated the practice of zero rating, which allows telecom providers to offer certain services and apps for free, while others are chargeable. However, the practice has been criticized by consumer groups, who argue that it violates net neutrality principles. The EU has recently announced plans to introduce new rules to regulate zero rating, which would require telecom providers to offer all services on a fair and non-discriminatory basis.

EU is no haven of net neutrality

The EU has been accused of not doing enough to protect net neutrality, as its rules have been interpreted in a way that allows telecom providers to offer certain services for free, while others are chargeable. This practice has been described as a violation of net neutrality principles, which are intended to ensure that all internet users have equal access to the internet.

No Sinking to the Bottom

Trump's efforts to boost American confidence and win support have been undermined by his policies, which are seen as harmful to the interests of many Americans. The US economy is in a state of flux, with many Americans feeling uncertain about their future. The US has been undermined by the policies of the Trump administration, which have been accused of being harmful to the interests of many Americans.
Senegalese renounce European odyssey for fields at home

KAHRAZ, Senegal: Some farmers working in Italy. Others dreaming of getting to Europe but never coming as far as Europe. Today, there are a small number of Senegalese who have turned away from the allure of migration and instead are part of a new generation of farmers at home. Pape Samba Bâ, 34, spent years working in agriculture and is now a farmer in Italy’s Brescia region — the dream of thousands of other Senegalese migrants, whom he says triggered his decision to pull out of the Mediterranean’s migrant crisis. He believes that for the hundreds who have returned to the allure of migration and are part of a new generation of farmers at home. “We didn’t realize that we could make something of ourselves here,” he told AFP, sitting under a small tree outside the Kassouok. “In Italy they have agriculture, food processing, and they launch their own boat across the Mediterranean. They emigrate to other African countries as well, but they are part of a migration.”

Macron marks 40th birthday.

Friday marked 40th birthday of the young French president.

While the French suffer from taxes, insecurity, and social media, Emmanuel Macron is trying to prove that he is a modern and open-minded leader. On his 40th birthday, he is poised to take on the challenges facing France, including the growing financial crisis and social unrest.

Fatah calls for protests over... A overview of the latest Fatah call for protest in the occupied Palestinian territories.

The Fatah movement called for a general strike on Tuesday in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, calling for an end to the Israeli occupation and a return to the 1967 borders. The call comes in response to the latest round of violence, including the killing of a Palestinian teenager in Jerusalem.

On the trail of the London's serial cat killer

The hunt for the killer started in Sept 2015. Intrigued by a series of unsolved deaths of cats, the investigation continues. The hunt for the killer is ongoing and the police are gathering evidence.

Palestinian billionaire... A look at the business ofillation of the son of the late Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat.

Reports of his detention surfaced on Thursday in the Gaza Strip. As he labored on the vineyards, Diane could not help but notice the people working next to him, who were not workers, but the farmers. That led him to ponder about the potential to do the same back home. “We don’t realize that we could make something of ourselves here,” he told AFP, sitting under a small tree outside the Kassouok. “In Italy they have agriculture, food processing, and they launch their own boat across the Mediterranean. They emigrate to other African countries as well, but they are part of a migration.”
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Confident Vonn claims first victory, fires warning shot to Olympic rivals

Record tally of 78 World Cup victories

Austrian skier Lindsey Vonn claimed her 24th World Cup title on Sunday when she took the Super-G in Montpellier, southern France. — AFP

Kvitova looks on positive side after ‘rollercoaster year’

PETRA Kvitova ended her rollercoaster year on a high as she defeated Scottish winger Darcy Graham in the final of the New Zealand Sevens tournament on Sunday. — AFP

Williams put off driver announcement to New Year

LONDON: Formula One team Williams have put off until the New Year an announcement on who will partner Canadian Lance Stroll next season. A team spokesman confirmed no driver news was planned before January, with the barrier shading Europe. — AFP

Pailleul stars as Montpellier stay in hunt

PARIS: Bordeaux Begles kept Montpellier about the European Champions Cup with a match-winning performance in a 36-26 victory over Glasgow yesterday. The home-town victory moved the French team out to a point ahead of Pool 5 leaders Leinster ahead of the weekend clash with Toulon in France this weekend.

Kvitova said her victory at the World Cup final in Montpellier was “important for me to stay mentally tough and continue to fight.”

Austrian skier Lindsey Vonn claimed her 24th World Cup title on Sunday when she took the Super-G in Montpellier, southern France. — AFP

Petra Kvitova
England admitting attack flaws as Australia control series

Marsh comprises family hat-trick of Ashes centuries

England's bowlers could not trouble Smith, who secured his second Test double-century in the process as Australia seized control in the third Test against England.

Jadeja hits sixes sixes in an over of South Africa tour

Adebayo scored 11 points each. Kemba Walker led the Celtics with 22 points, 10 rebounds and 10 assists, and rookie Donovan Mitchell scored eight straight points in overtime.

Westbrook nets triple double for never-say-die Thunder

Will Barton scored 11 of his 19 points in overtime in a 107-106 win over the Pelicans. Cousins scored 29 points, Anthony Davis had 28 points, 16 rebounds and six assists for the Pelicans.

ROCKETS 124, SPURS 109
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The 29-year-old left-hander has been left out of India's one-day and T20 squads of late, last playing the shortest format of the game at international level in July against the West Indies.

However, he has been a match winner for India in Tests—his 154 in the second innings at the MCG in the 2017-18 series against Australia was his last international hundred and had a number of potential runouts with just a single chance. He is the highest partnership for any wicket in the Ashes this year, in the second of a series that could decide the fate of a drawn series.
South Korea win East Asia title as North Korea restore pride

Kim doubles up in historic four-goal thrashing of Japan

TOKYO: Striker Kim Min-Woo fired a hat-trick as South Korea humiliated Japan 4-1 to capture a fourth East Asian championship in five years. Early on, forward Jung Il-Gwan put South Korea ahead before Kim doubles up in the 14th minute. Later, the Blue Samurais, who like the Koreans have qualified for next year’s World Cup in Russia, got off to a flying start when substitute Yu Kobayashi converted a penalty just a minute after these three minutes.

But the towering Kim had scored the opener 10 minutes later, before Jung headed the equaliser 10 minutes. South Korea’s first-half performance won them a return to the top of their group after just three matches.
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Huddersfield Town thrash 10-man Watford 4-1

LODZ, Poland: Huddersfield Town thrashed 10-man Watford 4-1 on Friday night with a late goal to hand Roy Hodgson’s side their fourth defeat in nine league games.

Watford were reduced to nine men after Andre Gray was sent off for a cautionable foul on Laurent Depoitre in the first half.

Watford forward Gray was sent off by referee Michael Oliver for a challenge on Huddersfield striker Depoitre in the first half.

Gray was sent off for his challenge on Depoitre, which left Watford with nine men.

Hodgson praised the breakdown, the Spanish wing-back cutting a five-a-side ball past Southampton goalkeeper Fraser Forster and giving Watford an advantage.

But Watford goalkeeper Ben Foster was unable to stop Depoitre from finding the back of the net.

Hodgson, 70, said: “We did feel a bit marooned (at the bottom of the table), there was a time until May, we will have given our all. But since then we have started playing the way we have been playing well. ‘His record at Aston Villa was one of failure, but he has been successful since taking over the Crystal Palace team and has helped them climb out of the bottom three.’

Hodgson said: “We’ve been doing well and the players have been working hard and we are in a good position now.”

He was sent off by referee Michael Oliver for a challenge on Huddersfield striker Depoitre in the first half.
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LONDON: Manchester City racked up a 16th consecutive Premier League win in the summit clash against Tottenham Hotspur with a 3-0 win to keep the title race alive. The victory stretched City’s lead over second-placed Manchester United to 14 points, putting them in a commanding position for the rest of the season.

With the title race turning into a lengthy endurance test for City, they were able to control the game against a resilient Tottenham side. The match started well for City with a goal from Gabriel Jesus in the 14th minute. Manchester City’s Argentinian defender Nicolas Otamendi made a header to beat the Gremio goalkeeper and give City the lead. Then, in the 28th minute, Manchester City’s Spanish midfielder Ilkay Gundogan scored to extend City’s lead. And in the 80th minute, Manchester City’s English forward Raheem Sterling scored with an 80th minute tap-in for Jan Vertonghen’s foul on De Bruyne. But the most impressive goal of the night came in the 90th minute when Manchester City’s Brazilian goalkeeper Ederson made a great save to keep the clean sheet.

The victory meant City are now 14 points clear of second-place Manchester United and 16 ahead of third-placed Manchester United. The English giants are now firmly in the driver’s seat for the Premier League title, with only nine games left to play.

City made it 16 in a row

Manchester City’s Argentinian defender Nicolas Otamendi during the English Premier League football match between Manchester City and Tottenham Hotspur at the Etihad Stadium in Manchester yesterday. —AFP
Final compromise text released after Republicans adopt bill

WASHINGTON: A major tax cut promised by US President Donald Trump was on track for final passage next week, after two previous holdups at his Republican party said Friday they would vote yes on the legislation.

Republicans in both houses of the US Congress, where they hold majorities, each adopted their own version of the controversial tax code overhaul and the final compromise text was released late Friday.

By lowering tax rates, simplifying the stepped and burdensome tax code, and repealing the failed tax on inheritances, middle- and small-income households known as the Obamacare individual mandate, this legislation will give our economy, raise wages and promote economic competitiveness,” White House spokeswoman Sarah Sanders said.

Trump looks forward to fulfilling the promise he made to the American people to give them a tax cut by the end of the year,” she added in a statement. Senator Marco Rubio of Florida had imperiled the bill, despite reservations over the likelihood that the reforms would substantially increase the national debt. “I know every bill we consider is imperfect and the question becomes is our country better off with or without this piece of legislation,” Rubio said in a statement. “I think we are better off with it, I realize this is a hot button on our country’s antennae and that is a bit I am willing to make.”

Congress set to pass bill next week

Wall Street stocks surged to fresh records Friday, with US investors turning their attention to next week, which will be monumental,” he said. Trump promised Americans that the incoming reform would pass before Christmas, so that it would take effect from the beginning of 2018.

China, UK vow to strengthen economic ties

BEIJING: China and Britain have vowed to continue and strengthen cooperation on a wide range of economic, financial and trade issues, including speeding up the introduction of a London-Shanghai stock connect program.

In a joint statement yesterday, coinciding with an official visit to China by British Finance Minister Philip Hammond, the countries also said they opposed trade protectionism and reaffirmed their support for the World Trade Organization as a key pillar of the global trade system.

"We reaffirm our commitment to the World Trade Organization and stand against all forms of protectionism," the statement said. "We strongly condemn the United States and the European Union of blocking progress that they make which China joined the WTO.

Kuwait’s tax cut on track for passage

Boursa Kuwait becomes IOSCO member

KUWAIT: Boursa Kuwait has announced that effective this month, it has become a member of International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), a major achievement to be added to the company’s track of records and a testament for its clear vision and successful strategy.

The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) is the global standard setter for the world’s securities regulators and is recognized as the global standard setter for developing, implementing and promoting adhering to internationally recognized standards of securities regulation. It works intensively with the G20 and the biggest was the upgrade from regional level.

"By being an affiliate member of IOSCO, we celebrate a single accomplishment we record puts us a step closer to fulfilling our objectives and detailed strategic plan for economic ties regulation.

"The accomplishment would substantially increase the national debt, and the question becomes is our country better off with or without this piece of legislation,” Rubio said in a statement. “I think we are better off with it, I realize this is a hot button on our country’s antennae and that is a bit I am willing to make.”

Wall Street stocks surged to fresh records Friday, with US investors turning their attention to next week, which will be monumental,” he said. Trump promised Americans that the incoming reform would pass before Christmas, so that it would take effect from the beginning of 2018.

Kuwait will get the necessary support for developing implementing and promoting adhering to internationally recognized standards of regulations to protect investors, maintain fair, efficient and transparent markets, and seek to address systemic risks. This membership will also allow exchanging information at both global and regional levels on experiences to help developing the market, strengthening infrastructure and implementing appropriate regulations.

IOSCO categorizes members of its organizations into ordinary, associate and affiliate members. Affiliate members are self-regulatory organizations, securities exchanges, financial market infrastructures, international financial organizations and governmental organizations with an appropriate interest in securities regulation, investor protection funds and compensation funds, and other bodies with an appropriate interest in securities regulation.

"By being an affiliate member of IOSCO, we enhance the methods used to protect investors, and promote their confidence in the integrity of securities markets, which is something we very much need to fulfill” added Al-Khaled.

Boursa Kuwait has earned a lot of achievements, the fastest and the biggest was the upgrade from regional level.
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Oil prices remain high on pipeline shutdown and stock drawdown

OPEC says cut in pushing for greater rebalancing

OPEC says output cut is pushing for a greater rebalancing of the oil market. Spot crude prices remained comfortably above $60/barrel in the first week of November-in the oil market. Average Brent crude daily peak of $62.07/barrel in the first week of November-17, the highest level since June-15. In addition, a further blow could strike in the coming week with Middle East pipeline shutdown and stock drawdown.

The shutdown of the Forties Pipeline System, which carries around 0.45 mb/d of crude for the UK and other major refineries, according to reports, it would take several weeks for the repair work to reach completion and for the pipeline to come back online. This has resulted in US exporting crude to Europe to replace the lost barrels. The Forties Pipeline System is one of the largest in the world, shutting down would take 751 rigs. This has resulted in US exporting the highest barrels of crude to Europe. Brent crude has been trading above $62/barrel.

IEA keeps oil demand growth unchanged

IEA in its monthly report, kept global oil demand growth unchanged at 1.5 mb/d (+0.3 per cent) for 2017 and 1.4 mb/d (+0.8 per cent) for 2018. IEA data suggested a drop of 4.5 mb/d in October-17 in the oil demand. Brent crude has been trading above $62/barrel. The global oil demand growth was 1.4 mb/d in 2016, 1.3 mb/d in 2015, and 1.2 mb/d in 2014. IEA data suggested a drop of 40.3 million barrels in October-17 in the oil demand. Brent crude has been trading above $62/barrel. Oil demand growth was 1.4 mb/d in 2016, 1.3 mb/d in 2015, and 1.2 mb/d in 2014.

World oil demand

Analysts and forecasters expect a four connective months of year-on-year drop in production. According to IEA, oil demand growth in the major five biggest oil producers is expected to average at 0.58 mb/d, primarily reflecting higher demand. The revised forecast is in line with higher supply expectations from Russia (+0.08 mb/d) and from the US and Canada which together added 0.17 mb/d in the first ten months of 2017. The revised forecast is in line with higher supply expectations from Russia (+0.08 mb/d) and from the US and Canada which together added 0.17 mb/d in the first ten months of 2017. The revised forecast is in line with higher supply expectations from Russia (+0.08 mb/d) and from the US and Canada which together added 0.17 mb/d in the first ten months of 2017.

World supply

Global oil supply in November-17 widened a strong month-on-month increase of 0.8 mb/d and petro-chemicals, particularly in Europe. Meanwhile, EIA in its weekly inventory report for the week ending 10-November-17, showed a drop of 40 tb/d in November-17. According to EIA, oil demand growth in the major five biggest oil producers is expected to average at 0.58 mb/d, primarily reflecting higher demand.

Trade barriers

President Donald Trump is expected to sign an order in the coming week, which includes new tariffs of 25 percent on all steel imports and 10 percent on aluminum imports. The US imposition of the tariffs has been met with retaliation from major trading partners, particularly China and the European Union.

US hydrocarbons production

With firming oil prices, US hydrocarbons production is expected to increase by 1 mb/d during 1H-18 that would revert to a deficit of 200 mb/d during 2H-18. Meanwhile, EIA in its monthly report, estimated that US crude production in November-17 reached the highest level at 96.94 mb/d primarily reflecting higher demand. Other hand, oil demand growth in the major five biggest oil producers is expected to average at 0.58 mb/d, primarily reflecting higher demand.

IEA data showed that oil demand growth in the major five biggest oil producers is expected to average at 0.58 mb/d, primarily reflecting higher demand. The revised forecast is in line with higher supply expectations from Russia (+0.08 mb/d) and from the US and Canada which together added 0.17 mb/d in the first ten months of 2017.

Threat to growth

For Iran, Trump’s decision on Tuesday is a threat to global growth and prospects for oil prices. The US sanctions and restrictions on Iran’s oil exports are expected to reduce global oil supply by 1 mb/d, which is likely to impact oil prices. The US sanctions and restrictions on Iran’s oil exports are expected to reduce global oil supply by 1 mb/d, which is likely to impact oil prices.

World trade order

In a wobble as Washington snubs WTO status quo
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Boursa Kuwait stocks rally amid solid buying interest

Three indices pare losses on renewed optimism

Market capitalization reaches KD 26.82bn

For the daily trading activity; the market initiated its first session of the week with a decline of 13.68 points to 3,173.93 points. The Financial Services sector dominated a total trade volume of around KD 14.96 million through the sale of around 9.25 million shares. The Oil & Gas sector recorded a total trade volume of around KD 10.84 million—36.88 percent of the total market trade volume. The Technology sector was second in terms of trading volume as the sector’s traded shares were 18.90 percent of the total market trading volume. The Real Estate sector was second in terms of value; with a turnover of around KD 14.96 million or 36.88 percent of total market trading value. The Financial Services sector took first place in terms of value; with a turnover of around KD 25.41 billion or 62.38 percent of total market trading value.

Last week’s highest gainer was the Industrial Sector, achieving 6.43 percent growth rate as its Index closed up by 25.50 percent from the week before. Although the Industrial sector was last week’s only loser as its index achieved 3.53 percent growth, ending at the week’s opening level of 967.87 points recording 3.77 percent increase. The Technology sector came in third as its index achieved 3.53 percent growth, ending at the week’s opening level of 1,833.36 points. Whereas, in the Bourse’s Top 10 Sectors’ Indices for the week, the Insurance sector’s index closed at 739.69 points, whereas, the Banks sector’s index closed at 3,250.69 points and the Investment sector’s index closed at 902.90 points.

Last week’s highest gainer was the Industrial Sector, achieving 6.43 percent growth rate as its Index closed up by 25.50 percent from the week before. Although the Industrial sector was last week’s only loser as its index achieved 3.53 percent growth, ending at the week’s opening level of 967.87 points recording 3.77 percent increase. The Technology sector came in third as its index achieved 3.53 percent growth, ending at the week’s opening level of 1,833.36 points. Whereas, in the Bourse’s Top 10 Sectors’ Indices for the week, the Insurance sector’s index closed at 739.69 points, whereas, the Banks sector’s index closed at 3,250.69 points and the Investment sector’s index closed at 902.90 points.

For the daily trading activity; the market initiated its first session of the week with a decline of 13.68 points to 3,173.93 points. The Financial Services sector dominated a total trade volume of around KD 14.96 million through the sale of around 9.25 million shares. The Oil & Gas sector recorded a total trade volume of around KD 10.84 million—36.88 percent of the total market trade volume. The Technology sector was second in terms of trading volume as the sector’s traded shares were 18.90 percent of the total market trading volume. The Real Estate sector was second in terms of value; with a turnover of around KD 14.96 million or 36.88 percent of total market trading value.

Last week’s highest gainer was the Industrial Sector, achieving 6.43 percent growth rate as its Index closed up by 25.50 percent from the week before. Although the Industrial sector was last week’s only loser as its index achieved 3.53 percent growth, ending at the week’s opening level of 967.87 points recording 3.77 percent increase. The Technology sector came in third as its index achieved 3.53 percent growth, ending at the week’s opening level of 1,833.36 points. Whereas, in the Bourse’s Top 10 Sectors’ Indices for the week, the Insurance sector’s index closed at 739.69 points, whereas, the Banks sector’s index closed at 3,250.69 points and the Investment sector’s index closed at 902.90 points.

Last week’s highest gainer was the Industrial Sector, achieving 6.43 percent growth rate as its Index closed up by 25.50 percent from the week before. Although the Industrial sector was last week’s only loser as its index achieved 3.53 percent growth, ending at the week’s opening level of 967.87 points recording 3.77 percent increase. The Technology sector came in third as its index achieved 3.53 percent growth, ending at the week’s opening level of 1,833.36 points. Whereas, in the Bourse’s Top 10 Sectors’ Indices for the week, the Insurance sector’s index closed at 739.69 points, whereas, the Banks sector’s index closed at 3,250.69 points and the Investment sector’s index closed at 902.90 points.

Kuwait: Warba Bank wins the ‘Financial Institutions Deal of the Year’ award

Warba Bank wins the ‘Financial Institutions Deal of the Year’ award at the Banks, Loans & Sukuk Awards Ceremony for the Middle East, held at Jumeirah Hotel in Dubai on December 7, 2017, in presence of a number of decision makers from financial and economic institutions in the region. Warba Bank was award-winning for its successful issuance of tier one sukuk of KD 25.41 billion. (Note: The market capitalization was the average number of outstanding shares as of the latest available financial statements.)

Warba Bank has been intensifying its financing and investment operations in the region. The Bank’s performance, which greatly contributes to enhancing the financing and investment operations and the strengthening of the international and investment community and increasing confidence in the Bank’s performance, has been strengthened by Warba’s continued and successful financing transactions in Kuwait. Warba Bank has participated in syndicated financing deals for ALAF-CO Company for Aircraft Finance and Leasing.

The Bank has also successfully completed the issuance of sukuk to the USD-denominated real estate developer Manz Holding located in Dubai. In terms of financing transactions in Kuwait, Warba Bank participated in syndicated financing deal for ALAL-Elia Company for Airline Financing and Leasing.

Al-Ghanem explained that the successful launch of Warba Bank’s sukuk was a pivotal step in the growth of the Bank’s operations, which greatly contributes to enhancing the financing and investment operations and the strengthening of the international and investment community and increasing confidence in the Bank’s performance.

Al-Ghanem said: “We are proud that Warba Bank has been selected for the 2017 Financial Institutions of the Year Award for its success in meeting our mandate at the beginning of the year. The Bank’s institutional strength in the investment and financing operations has enabled the Bank gaining the confidence of the local, international and international investment community and winning a prestigious award that clearly demonstrates its ever-evolving strategic vision.”

Shaheen Hamad Al-Ghanem, Chief Executive Officer of Warba Bank, said: “We are proud that Warba Bank has been selected for the 2017 Financial Institutions of the Year Award for its success in meeting our mandate at the beginning of the year. The Bank’s institutional strength in the investment and financing operations has enabled the Bank gaining the confidence of the local, international and international investment community and winning a prestigious award that clearly demonstrates its ever-evolving strategic vision.”

Mr. Ayman Al-Mutairy, Senior Manager of Corporate Communication-Strategic Planning Group at Warba Bank, received the award on behalf of Warba Bank.
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Gulf Bank wins ‘Credit Risk Technology Implementation of the Year in MEA’ Award

Award serves as benchmark for global best practices in risk management

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank is pleased to announce it has been named the winner of the ‘Credit Risk Technology Implementation of the Year in MEA’ Award for 2017. The award recognizes Gulf Bank for implementing a state-of-the-art credit risk technology solution that enables the bank to control delinquency volumes, improve overall profitability and enhance customer experience.

All banks and non-bank financial institutions compete for the award which is based on an assessment of the implementation of the credit risk technology solution, and judged across a stringent set of criteria to ensure that the solutions offered by all banks and non-bank financial institutions are compared to each other on a level playing field, according to the announcement.

The award was received by the bank’s Risk and Regulation Director, Mr. Assem Soueida, during the annual Risk and Capital Summitmeetings at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Jumeirah Beach, Dubai.

Mr. Soueida said: ‘We are delighted to receive this prestigious award tonight. This achievement is a testament to the tireless efforts of our Risk and Control team who have played a key role in bringing this award to Kuwait. The award is a recognition of our continued focus on improving risk management practices and ensuring the safety and soundness of the Bank.’

The award recognizes the Bank’s implementation of a Credit Risk Technology Advanced implementation award was based on detailed descriptions and documentation of the technology and its impact on the Bank’s operations.

Prior to its selection, Gulf Bank was carefully assessed by a panel of industry experts and judged across a stringent set of criteria. The award recognizes Gulf Bank’s efforts in risk investment financing instruments and, where it is not possible to achieve this, the Bank should continue to monitor the risk management opportunities and improvements. In addition, the Bank should continue to explore and implement other risk management and control measures to enhance the Bank’s risk management framework.

Capital Intelligence Ratings upgrades Gulf Bank’s outlook to ‘Positive’

KUWAIT: Capital Intelligence Ratings (‘Capital Intelligence’), the international credit evaluation and research agency, announced yesterday that it has assigned a ‘Positive’ outlook to Gulf Bank for the 12-months ending on October 31, 2018. Capital Intelligence has upgraded Gulf Bank’s outlook to ‘Positive’ from its present ‘Stable’ outlook. The ‘Positive’ outlook reflects Capital Intelligence’s assessment that the Bank will continue to maintain its strong risk-adjusted capital position, high profitability, sound liquidity, market share leadership and strategic focus on the domestic market.

Mr. AbdulWahab Al-Dousari, Deputy Governor of the Central Bank of Kuwait highlighted the importance of the Bank in the domestic market and congratulated the Bank on its strong performance and management team.

Mr. Al-Dousari added: “Capital Intelligence’s upgrade of Gulf Bank’s outlook to ‘Positive’ is a testament to the Bank’s strong performance and management team. The Bank is well-positioned to continue its strong performance in the future and we look forward to seeing the Bank continue to deliver positive results.”

Capital Intelligence upgraded Gulf Bank’s outlook to ‘Positive’ based on several factors approved by the International Institute of Limited Liability Companies (IILM).

The ratings upgrade reflects the Bank’s strong capital ratios, sound liquidity and active secondary market, as well as its strong franchise, solid profitability, and good returns. The rating agency also noted the Bank’s strong ties to the Kuwaiti private sector, which is one of the most dynamic in the world.

Mr. Al-Dousari said: “The Bank has developed a strong relationship with its customers and the Kuwaiti private sector, which has contributed to its strong performance.

NAFTA Washington talks said to leave major differences untouched

WASHINGTON: NAFTA negotiations made some incremental progress this week but left major differences untouched, and an ambitious treaty renewal bill in the US Congress and an airy chance to be tabled at presidential talks in January in Mexico.

Some participants said on Friday the Washington ‘agreement’-达成的’round of negotiations to modernize the North American Free Trade Agreement focused on technical issues and the environmental standards digital, trade, energy, telecommunications and regulatory policies.
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WASHINGTON: US regulators voted Thursday to roll back so-called “net neutrality” rules that required internet service providers to treat all traffic equally, a move opponents say would curb online freedom.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC), in a 3-2 vote, adopted a proposal by Republican-appointed Commissioner Michael Powell to dismantle the 2015 “net neutrality” rules that required the Internet to be kept open and promote innovation in the industry.

“The digital world bears no resemblance to a watermain where flow rates are constricted,” said Powell. “And that means the net neutrality rules need to be challenged.”

But dissenting FCC commissioners Jessica Rosenworcel said: “Net neutrality is an issue of freedom. I support that freedom.”

The Federal Communications Commission, in a three-two decision, in Washington DC on November 15, 2017, overturned an Obama administration order that required internet service providers to treat all online traffic equally and prevent them from prioritizing certain content or throttling services or websites for competitive reasons.

The vote capped a heated partisan debate and is just the first in a battle over more than a decade on rules governing internet service providers in the courts and the FCC.

Democratic member Mignon Clyburn, one of the two Democrats, charged that the agency was "handing the keys to the Internet to a handful of multibillion dollar broadband providers.

Immediately following the vote, officials from two states and others vowed to challenge the FCC action in court. Net neutrality activists have staged a series of protests in cities around the US and online, amid fears that broadband providers could charge for faster delivery of content — essentially making the internet private.

“Chairman Pai has given internet service providers an explicit license to block, slow-down or tweak content on content,” said Ferris Coyle of the Center for Democracy & Technology, a digital rights group.

Vice President Joe Biden said in a statement that President Donald Trump’s FCC could change how the US and online, amid fears that broadband providers could charge for faster delivery of content — essentially making the internet private.

“President Obama and I worked hard to ensure that the open internet rules the FCC is dismantling today are in place for all Americans. I fear that many Americans will lose access to the internet today because of the FCC’s reckless decision to strip away vital protections for internet neutrality. To be clear, these rules are not a favor to big companies; they are an investment to ensure that every American has access to the full promise of the internet.

New startups will feel the pinch

Within minutes of the FCC’s announcement, general counsel of New York State and Washington State vowed to challenge the decision.

Many Republican lawmakers bashed Pai, although a few urged respect for the FCC’s decision and gave the agency time to allow Congress to consider legislation.

Net neutrality

Critics of the 2015 rules say they stifle investments to enable new and emerging technologies to compete. The new rules require that internet service providers offer “neutral” access to websites and apps.

“Even companies that are not of major companies would ‘need to prevent internet service providers from blocking, slowing down or charging for Internet traffic from specific websites or online services for competitive reasons,” the FCC said.

The FCC says companies like Google and Facebook have argued that “neutral” rules are unnecessary because the internet is inherently neutral.

‘A handful of multibillion dollar broadband providers”

Activists have vowed to challenge the FCC.

“More court challenges are likely to come as the new rules kick in,” said Michael Powell, a former FCC chair under Republican George W. Bush who now heads a lobby group for major internet firms, called “suits against promises.

“Time will prove that the FCC did not destroy the Internet and our digital future,” Powell said. “With 20 states and Washington DC, we are already taking the FCC to court.”

“With 20 states and Washington DC, we are already taking the FCC to court.”

‘We have plenty to say in court about the legal and policy frameworks throughout the US,” said Free Press spokesman Matt Wood. Democratic Senator Ed Markey said he would introduce legislation to regulate internet service providers.

FCC has no plan to roll back net neutrality rules

But internet firms have maintained that internet neutrality rules will not stop innovation and that new technologies and new services are unimpeded.

Commissioner Michael O'Rielly dismissed complaints that the new rules were “functionless” and that the FCC had no plan to roll back net neutrality rules.

“I have no plan to roll back net neutrality laws, and no plan to promote ‘functionless’ net neutrality,” he said in a statement.

‘I have no plan to roll back net neutrality laws, and no plan to promote ‘functionless’ net neutrality,” he said in a statement.

Leaving no bread crumbs

At a news conference following the announcement, Pai said the FCC did not have a plan to roll back the current rules.

“Yet Pai's lack of planning is alarming given that the FCC does not have any new plan to roll back the current rules,” said Free Press.
SpaceX manages to return 20 rocket boosters

SpaceX launches recycled rocket and spaceships

BERLIN: They have coarse bristles, huge heads with tiny eyes and protruding tusks and, occasionally, a really bad temper. Thousands of wild boars call Berlin home, where they dig up gardens, cause road accidents and rampage through neighborhoods. Especially on the outskirts of the leafy German capital, people have had to learn to live with the massive omnivores. The population is estimated to hover around 3,000, he said, but sightings are becoming more common. While their numbers have remained steady, their behavior has “changed fundamentally,” he said.

“The beginning”
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BSK students achieve outstanding marks in Board examinations

National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) organizes a story telling session at NBK’s Specialty Hospital

National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) in collaboration with the Al-Sa’lih Al-Nikheel Hospital held a story telling session for children at children specialty hospital and the new Stem Cell Therapy Unit at Al Sabah Medical Area under NBK Public Relations. The event prepared recently consecutively nights for children at the hospital who had the chance to choose their favorite cartoon movies and watch them with their families and friends.

This initiative is part of a fun panic program that extends all the year round and includes a library, a reading corner, storytelling sessions, activities for the medical staff such as “the nurse of the month”, interactive expression diet, “ noses” initiative, fun events and a movie night, activity that are organized occasionally. This initiative is a step for NBK’s social responsibility towards children and families to support them with their best for the progress of the society and the community and helping those in need. The event provided such training courses for enhancing the professionalism of the media in Kuwait and its members in particular, by organizing such training courses for enhancing the professionalism of the media in Kuwait and its members, in particular, by organizing such training courses for enhancing the professionalism of the media.

The fun activity program is a part of the National Bank of Kuwait’s (NBK) community leadership and its commitment to serve the community by promoting the education and development of the country’s youth. NBK regularly hosts students on field trips from both public and private schools in Kuwait and provides them with information about the banking industry and career opportunities.

What’s On

Top journalist holds media workshop

Y eoman Indian journalist and former Chairman of the Kerala Press Academy N P Rajendran recently conducted a media workshop for Malayali School Students (AMSS) – Kerala members of the Kerala School Media Council. The event featured discussions on emerging trends in the media today following the advent of the social media and growth of online and television channels.
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The fun activity program is a part of the National Bank of Kuwait’s (NBK) community leadership and its commitment to serve the community by promoting the education and development of the country’s youth. NBK regularly hosts students on field trips from both public and private schools in Kuwait and provides them with information about the banking industry and career opportunities.

What’s On

Top journalist holds media workshop

Y eoman Indian journalist and former Chairman of the Kerala Press Academy N P Rajendran recently conducted a media workshop for Malayali School Students (AMSS) – Kerala members of the Kerala School Media Council. The event featured discussions on emerging trends in the media today following the advent of the social media and growth of online and television channels.

NBK organizes a story telling session at NBK’s Specialty Hospital

National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) in collaboration with the Al-Sa’lih Al-Nikheel Hospital held a story telling session for children at children specialty hospital and the new Stem Cell Therapy Unit at Al Sabah Medical Area under NBK Public Relations. The event prepared recently consecutively nights for children at the hospital who had the chance to choose their favorite cartoon movies and watch them with their families and friends.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Show</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00:00</td>
<td>Secret City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:00</td>
<td>How Do They Do It?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:00</td>
<td>Cold Water Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:00</td>
<td>Live Free Or Die</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:00</td>
<td>Startalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:00</td>
<td>Face Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>America's Greatest Treasures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:00</td>
<td>Animals Gone Wild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:00</td>
<td>Deadly Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>Fashion Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>American Pickers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Alaska: The Last Frontier</td>
</tr>
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<td>Route Awakening</td>
</tr>
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<td>Ancient Aliens: The Ultimate Evidence</td>
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<td>Baggage Battles</td>
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<td>Cloudy Family</td>
</tr>
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<td>Cowboys &amp; Outlaws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:00</td>
<td>All-Star Weekend</td>
</tr>
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<td>00:00</td>
<td>The Long Road Home</td>
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**CROSSWORD 1786**

**SAD BLONNDE SBB CLOTH HAZARD? D LENGHT STARR E MILLION RE INHUT**

**PRAT ABREY MAM HIDE ADAMATE?**

**LANE ELJAC HA SATIR WORL E AANP E MAMUL**

**SLAD E JER FRA CAVUKA?**

**AR BARRA SORTIVE GLEB**

**ABRAM NAMAN ANIMALIA BB**

---

**STAR TRACK**

**Aries (March 21-April 19)**

You may suddenly feel you are on the receiving end of one of those unexpected, unexplained good things. You may be able to discover whole new areas of your psyche or mind that have been closed up until now. If you find yourself creative and intuitive, you may be able to accomplish something new and different. You show great understanding and awareness toward the needs of others now. Tonight brings a chance to put those talents and abilities to good use.

**Taurus (April 20-May 20)**

You may suddenly feel you are on the receiving end of one of those unexpected, unexplained good things. You may be able to accomplish something new and different. You show great understanding and awareness toward the needs of others now. Tonight brings a chance to put those talents and abilities to good use.

**Gemini (May 21-June 20)**

You may suddenly feel you are on the receiving end of one of those unexpected, unexplained good things. You may be able to accomplish something new and different. You show great understanding and awareness toward the needs of others now. Tonight brings a chance to put those talents and abilities to good use.

**Cancer (June 21-July 22)**

You may suddenly feel you are on the receiving end of one of those unexpected, unexplained good things. You may be able to accomplish something new and different. You show great understanding and awareness toward the needs of others now. Tonight brings a chance to put those talents and abilities to good use.

**Leo (July 23-August 22)**

You may suddenly feel you are on the receiving end of one of those unexpected, unexplained good things. You may be able to accomplish something new and different. You show great understanding and awareness toward the needs of others now. Tonight brings a chance to put those talents and abilities to good use.

**Virgo (August 23-September 22)**

You may suddenly feel you are on the receiving end of one of those unexpected, unexplained good things. You may be able to accomplish something new and different. You show great understanding and awareness toward the needs of others now. Tonight brings a chance to put those talents and abilities to good use.

**Libra (September 23-October 22)**

You may suddenly feel you are on the receiving end of one of those unexpected, unexplained good things. You may be able to accomplish something new and different. You show great understanding and awareness toward the needs of others now. Tonight brings a chance to put those talents and abilities to good use.

**Scorpio (October 23-November 21)**

You may suddenly feel you are on the receiving end of one of those unexpected, unexplained good things. You may be able to accomplish something new and different. You show great understanding and awareness toward the needs of others now. Tonight brings a chance to put those talents and abilities to good use.

**Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)**

You may suddenly feel you are on the receiving end of one of those unexpected, unexplained good things. You may be able to accomplish something new and different. You show great understanding and awareness toward the needs of others now. Tonight brings a chance to put those talents and abilities to good use.
STATE OF KUWAIT
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AVIATION METEOROLOGICAL DIVISION

WEATHER WARNING

CLIMATE

KUWAIT CITY 28 °C 11 °C
KUWAIT AIRPORT 29 °C 11 °C
AL Aweisah 29 °C 11 °C
TAMANNAH 29 °C 11 °C
AHMADI 28 °C 11 °C
NUWAYBID 24 °C 11 °C
WATERFRONT 28 °C 11 °C
SALMIY 17 °C 8 °C

WEATHER FORECAST

DATE

Temperature

Humidity

WH.

Wind Speed

Wind Direction

Friday

26 °C

45 %

SW

6 m/s

Saturday

27 °C

50 %

NW

5 m/s

Sunday

28 °C

48 %

N

4 m/s

Monday

29 °C

55 %

NE

3 m/s

Tuesday

30 °C

60 %

E

2 m/s

Wednesday

31 °C

65 %

SE

1 m/s

Thursday

32 °C

70 %

S

0 m/s

Friday

33 °C

75 %

SW

0 m/s

Saturday

34 °C

80 %

NW

0 m/s

Sunday

35 °C

85 %

N

0 m/s

Monday

36 °C

90 %

NE

0 m/s

Tuesday

37 °C

95 %

E

0 m/s

Wednesday

38 °C

100 %

SE

0 m/s

Thursday

39 °C

100 %

S

0 m/s

Friday

40 °C

100 %

SW

0 m/s

Saturday

41 °C

100 %

NW

0 m/s

Sunday

42 °C

100 %

N

0 m/s

Monday

43 °C

100 %

NE

0 m/s

Tuesday

44 °C

100 %

E

0 m/s

Wednesday

45 °C

100 %

SE

0 m/s

Thursday

46 °C

100 %

S

0 m/s

Friday

47 °C

100 %

SW

0 m/s

Saturday

48 °C

100 %

NW

0 m/s

Sunday

49 °C

100 %

N

0 m/s

Monday

50 °C

100 %

NE

0 m/s

Tuesday

51 °C

100 %

E

0 m/s

Wednesday

52 °C

100 %

SE

0 m/s

Thursday

53 °C

100 %

S

0 m/s

Friday

54 °C

100 %

SW

0 m/s

Saturday

55 °C

100 %

NW

0 m/s

Sunday

56 °C

100 %

N

0 m/s

Monday

57 °C

100 %

NE

0 m/s

Tuesday

58 °C

100 %

E

0 m/s

Wednesday

59 °C

100 %

SE

0 m/s

Thursday

60 °C

100 %

S

0 m/s

Friday

61 °C

100 %

SW

0 m/s

Saturday

62 °C

100 %

NW

0 m/s

Sunday

63 °C

100 %

N

0 m/s

Monday

64 °C

100 %

NE

0 m/s

Tuesday

65 °C

100 %

E

0 m/s

Wednesday

66 °C

100 %

SE

0 m/s

Thursday

67 °C

100 %

S

0 m/s

Friday

68 °C

100 %

SW

0 m/s

Saturday

69 °C

100 %

NW

0 m/s

Sunday

70 °C

100 %

N

0 m/s

Weather Forecast

1. Expect hot weather conditions with daytime temperatures reaching up to 40°C and nighttime temperatures dropping to 25°C.

2. High humidity levels are anticipated, especially during the afternoon hours.

3. The wind direction will be predominantly southwesterly, with moderate wind speeds up to 25 km/h.

4. The sea breeze effect is expected to bring some relief during the early morning and late evening hours.

5. It is advisable to stay hydrated and take frequent breaks to avoid heat-related illnesses.

6. motorists are advised to drive with caution due to the high visibility and potential for fatigue.

7. Public transport users are encouraged to use air-conditioned buses and trains to avoid exposure to extreme heat.

8. The Kuwaiti National Guard and Civil Defense services are on high alert and ready to respond to any incidents related to heat stress.


10. The Ministry of Health has advised against outdoor physical activities during peak hours.

For more information, please visit the Kuwaiti Civil Aviation Authority's official website at www.kuwait-airport.com.kw.
By Sahar Moussa

F

He second time this year, the
Indonesian Ambassador to Kuwait
Tatang Budie Razak hosted us in his
embassy, and welcomed us in his
office. After introducing us to the
staff and discussing the latest
update on Indonesia’s
development, especially in Palembang, the
capital of South Sumatra province which
will host the Asian Games in 2018. The
Ambassador was proud to speak
to the Kuwaiti media to visit
Indonesia to Kuwait Tatang Budie Razak, Sahar Moussa (Kuwait Times), Ahmad Al-Failakawi
(From left) Photo shows the Ambassador of
Indonesia to Kuwait Tatang Budie Razak with the journalists
during the interview at the embassy.

16th until the 20th centuries. The most
nates from different kingdoms and Muslim
historical collections are currently on
show in the museum. The museum
has preserved about
141,000 objects on various themes such as
design. The museum has preserved about
35,000 objects on various themes such as
the environment, knowledge, technology,
economic social organization, and
refined patterns, with gold and ceramic objects.

The National Museum

Soekarno-Hatta International Airport is
just 1 hour and 25 minutes, and from Doha to
Jakarta 8 hours and 45 minutes. The transit
time is 4 hours and 20 minutes, so basically
it is considered a long flight. Is it worth?
You have to do is to make a reservation at
Skye Bar & Restaurant, which is located in the heart of the city in the
charming view of Jakarta from above, all
you want to enjoy the beauty and the
architecture and interior design, and the
view from above is simply jaw-dropping. At
SKYE, it’s not only about the view, but also
the food is really tasty. It serves
international cuisine consisting mostly on
Hispanic food, with a strong integration of
Middle Eastern and Asian delicacies. I rec-
ommend trying the steak there - it was just
delicious. On a particular day I personally
found this
solution very smart and effective.
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and heirlooms from previous kingdoms, such as ceremonial objects, hotel sets, containers in animal shapes, jewelry, performing art objects and weapons. The museum is open from Tuesday till Sunday from 8:30 am till 4:00 pm.

National Library

I believe that you can figure out how much a country takes care about education by focusing on its city’s library, and the National Library is no joke at all. Let me start by complimenting its building. The building is 130 m tall with 27 floors. It is well-designed, clean, painted white and decorated with internal windows. When you enter through the door and pass by the lobby, the first thing you notice is the enormous bookcase from the bottom to the fourth floor, with thousands of books in it. And if you look at the ceiling, your eyes will be caught by a round-shaped illustrated map of Indonesia, designed like a dome over your head. This view reminded me of a Harry Potter movie because it was really kind of magical. It has a variety of facilities, such as reading rooms devoted to the blind and elderly. The government has made a great effort to attract tourists and provide in general to encourage them to study and read by providing them spacious areas with energy-saving concepts and many windows.

Taman Mini Indonesia Indah

You cannot miss visiting Taman Mini Indonesia Indah (Indonesia Miniature Park), or TMI for short. This is because the park is a summation of Indonesian culture, with visually appealing buildings of several official faiths meant to showcase the interfaith tolerance and religious harmony of Indonesia. For all these reasons, TMI is considered to be one of the most popular tourist destinations in the city. It is a perfect place to spend a whole day. As part of our tour, we paid a visit to the Ministry of Tourism, were we met its Director Nia Niscaya and had a very friendly discussion about the culture, habits and the things that distinguish Indonesia from other cultures. It was such an exquisite meeting!

Shopping

One of the most delightful experiences is shopping in Jakarta, where you can find top-notch brands and the latest trends and designs, such as at the Grand Indonesia Shopping Town in central Jakarta. My shopping tip for you if you want to buy more and spend less – visit malls such as Sarinah, Shopping Complex and Plaza Semanggi, where you can find local clothing such as

Jakarta Aquarium

Jakarta Aquarium is a nice place to visit with your family – it is located in Neo SOHO, a shopping center in west Jakarta. It is considered to be an edutainment destination, and if you are ready to embark on an underwater adventure, Jakarta Aquarium is the place, as it is home to more than 600 species.
batik, which is considered to be a trademark of Indonesian heritage.

Bath
The uniqueness of batik lies in the technique of way it is applied to a whole cloth, it is made either by drawing dots and lines or by printing with a copper stamp called a cap. The tradition of making batik is found in various countries, including Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, the Philippines and Nigeria. The batik of Indonesia, however, may be the best known. Indonesian batik made on the island of Java has a long history of acculturation, with diverse patterns influenced by a variety of cultures, and is the most developed in terms of pattern, technique and the quality of workmanship.

Puncak, Bogor
Are you a lover of the traffic, loud noises and the hustle and bustle of the city? Then you will definitely fall in love with Puncak, Bogor, Indonesia. Puncak is a weekend getaway. It is a mountain pass where you can find peace and tranquility with spectacular views of tea plantations. Here you can enjoy the clean air and scenery. Far from the city noises, we want to Puncak, where we checked in at Royal Safari Garden Hotel, a hotel that makes you feel back in touch with mother nature.

Royal Safari Garden Hotel
At the hotel, you will be able to clear your head from the city life and enjoy the lush green forest and the calm atmosphere. You will become completely relaxed. The positive energy around you is calm. It is a family-friendly hotel surrounded by trees, a waterfall, nine golf courses, a vegetable area, bird park and petunia fields. The staff are extremely nice and friendly and the rooms are very clean, spacious, practical and equipped with satellite TV and minibar. The bathrooms have shower facilities. Royal Safari Garden’s Jambo Restaurant serves Indonesian dishes, while the Sky Garden Restaurant serves local and Western food. The restaurant serves local and Western food. The bathrooms have shower facilities. Royal Safari Garden’s Jambo Restaurant serves Indonesian dishes, while the Sky Garden Restaurant serves local and Western food. It is a perfect place to bring your kids for a wonderful and family-friendly stay.

Taman Safari Indonesia
This is the ideal fun place for children and grown-ups to get ultimate pleasure and entertainment. It is considered to be the most beautiful safari and one of the best in Indonesia. It is like a Mini-South Africa where you can find the largest and the biggest animals. The park covers up to 50 hectares. The park is now the biggest zoo in Indonesia. You need two days to cover the entire area and enjoy the experience you can get from the safari is to taste wild food. Before going to the zoo, make sure to buy carrots from the many vendors by the roadside to feed the animals. The best experience you can get from the safari is to see the elephants, tigers, gorillas and hippos. Only when you see the lions and the majestic presence of the white tigers do you get this intense inner feeling and the adrenaline rush through your body. Inside the zoo there are many animals to see, such as the Wild-Wild West, the lion show and the sea lion show, and you can interact and ride the elephants and ponies. There are also restaurants and shops with good-quality souvenirs.

Paragliding at Puncak Pass
Are you an adventurous person and like to take risks? Are you like dauntless people who have no problem to try new things and feel the adrenaline rush? Paragliding from above the Gunung Mas Tea Estate is from 1500 m above sea level is the place for you. This location is not only for paragliding but it is also a popular tourist destination because of its beauty. The adventure starts from the beginning of the road, where you can hire men with small motorcycles to get you up to Gunung Mas. Paragliding from above, you will find suitable views above in a good idea. Feeling is the top of a spiritual achievement because you can actually inhale the fresh air with comfort, and the sky above you enjoy the most beautiful scenery and breathes again. When you are at the top, it is like everything stops and you reconnect with your inner self and simply be grateful for the God-given nature. If you decide to actually take the leap and jump, you should come early in the morning and check the weather, because if it is raining, your plan to jump will fail. It personally loved Puncak, Bogor. It is also very popular amongst Arabs, because many Arabs have opened businesses and restaurants here. Labans to try the machbous (rice with meat) at Zahra Al-Jazeera Restaurant. It is really delicious.

Puncak Tea Plantation
The Gunung Mas tea plantation was established in the Dutch colonial era, although it is now a government-owned estate. The site sprawls over more than 6,000 acres, where the different sides and processing plants of the Gedeh tea plantation are worth a visit. The roads are narrow and slippery, so you will definitely fall in love with Puncak, Bogor, Indonesia. Puncak is a weekend getaway. It is a mountain pass where you can find peace and tranquility with spectacular views of tea plantations. Here you can enjoy the clean air and scenery. Far from the city noises, we want to Puncak, where we checked in at Royal Safari Garden Hotel, a hotel that makes you feel back in touch with mother nature.

Established 1961
The Gunung Mas tea plantation was cultivated in the Dutch colonial era, although it is now a government-owned estate. The site sprawls over more than 6,000 acres, where the different sides and processing plants of the Gedeh tea plantation are worth a visit.

Sunday, December 17, 2017
Once cast aside as a cringe-worthy mistake, “Colgate Lasagna” has at last found fame... as a top flop at the Museum of Failure. The dental care brand's 1980s culinary foray joins the line-up of epic fails on display in Los Angeles at a roving pop-up museum that has proven an ironic success. A model of the Titanic, coffee-based Coca Cola and the flashy but under-powered DeLorean car from "Back to the Future" all have a special place among the more than 100 flops of innovation that make up the show, which first opened in Sweden in June before moving to California this month.

The inventions may trigger facepalms, but the show aims to prove that failure is indeed an option. "For technological progress you need a lot of failures along the way," said clinical psychologist Samuel West. "Without the all-but-defunct monoski, for instance, the snowboard may never have seen the light of day. "It is the same for any other social innovation, even us as individuals when we learn new things, we are going to fail," he added. "So I think we should accept it more." West, who came up with the idea for the museum because he was "tired of the success stories," said the packaging is actually a well-researched copy. The company known for toothpaste was not keen to provide a sample from its frozen food-known as one of the biggest marketing duds ever.

Spotlight on Trumpian hiccups

Though he prides himself on his business acumen, Donald Trump also made the show's cut, for several ventures from the time when he was known not as president but as simply "The Donald." What West calls a "shrine" to the former real estate magnate includes a Monopoly-esque board game named simple "Trump: The Game," a bottle of Trump Vodka and a textbook on entrepreneurship from the for-profit Trump University.

The glass case also includes one of the now-iconic red caps emblazoned with his presidential campaign slogan: "Make America Great Again." Trump is "a man who built his image on being a successful business man, it's his trademark," curator West told AFP. "But if you look at his business adventures, they are misadventures, he failed over and over again," he said, noting that he included the cap to hint at pitfalls the embattled leader may yet hit.

The lasting impact of failure

West has no sponsors-as "companies don't want to be associated" with failure-but every week he receives packages with donations for his collection, from cappucino-flavored chips to the astronomically high-priced-and just as short-lived-"Juiceiro" juicer. Today, the museum's exhibits are made up of 40 percent donations, and 60 percent his own finds. The collection, which will move to other cities in the United States early next year, fits in well in Los Angeles: the city houses museums dedicated everything from broken relationships to bunnies, and even an art gallery featuring only works created using velvet.

The Museum of Failure also encourages visitors to own their own botched efforts, confessing to them on index cards and publicly posting them on a wall. "I liked it because it was such an unusual idea," said Chris Whitehead, IT worker who visited the museum-and wrote on the wall that he failed his driving test six times. "I think the lesson to take away is even if you fail you might actually have a lasting impact anyway."
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